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this ends up happening to them one day? I was up
every morning with them to make breakfast, even
if I was too sick myself to eat. We went outside to
play and continued activities like soccer.”
Shawna is now in remission.
“I had so many tests throughout my treatment.
I underwent central node mapping before my
mastectomy – which is probably the worst
experience of my life. I’ve had chest x-rays, bone
scans, ECGs, ultrasounds of all my organs, blood
tests and mammograms. I can’t imagine if I had to
travel for that care.”

Shawna is 31 and a breast cancer survivor.
“In December 2015, I found a lump in my
breast,” Shawna recalls. “I received a call two days
before Christmas, I had stage two cancer. I would
need more tests to determine if it had spread.”
Shawna opted for a single mastectomy that
January. “During my surgery, Dr. David Lamont
also removed fifteen lymph nodes for testing,”
said Shawna. “Thankfully, they were clear of
any cancer.”
“Dr. Lamont was incredible. He’s truly my hero
and he still follows my case.”
Two weeks after her surgery, she made her one
and only visit to Sudbury to see an oncologist. Her
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“We need these resources close to home. And
when you have two little kids, close to home is
where you want to be.”

A Spoonful of Laughter
Written by: G.F. McCauley

Shawna Roy
“At age 30 and the mother of two, I think my
biggest worries should be how I’ll convince my
five-year-old to eat broccoli for dinner or heal her
bumps and bruises with hugs and kisses,” says
Shawna Roy. “It shouldn’t be worrying if I’ll get to
see my children grow up.”

“It’s so important to have these services
available locally. Having care, close to home,
allowed me to more easily make arrangements
with my mother to care for my girls. No one
had to take time off work to drive me to my
appointments. That could have potentially been a
huge financial burden.”

treatment plan included chemotherapy. Because
she was so young, it was recommended to
proceed more aggressively.
“I was told I wouldn’t be able to have any
more children after chemo,” said Shawna
holding back tears. “Thankfully, I had my
children young. My heart breaks for people my
age that are given the news they won’t be able
to have children. Cancer affects your life in ways
beyond what you can image.”
Being a young mother and business owner
brought its own set of challenges. Shawna
operates a home daycare, which she had to give
up during her treatment. While she remained at
home with her girls, Kayla who was two at the
time and Chloe who was five, she was unable
to lift anything – a struggle with an active three
year old.
“It was a difficult time for me, but I had to be
a role model for my girls,” said Shawna. “What if

She called me The Whiner. I called her Nurse
Ratchet. We didn’t do it to be mean to each other,
we did it to crack each other up.
Our banter went back and forth from her
nursing station outside my room where she kept an
eye on me, stretched out in my bed in the Critical
Care Unit (CCU) at the North Bay Regional Health
Centre. That’s where I ended up in early October
when I developed a sudden and very serious
gastrointestinal bleed while visiting North Bay Gateway to the North. Thanks to the professional
and competent care I received, the hospital was
my gateway to better health.
In my hospital bed I had a chance to reflect on
the Mary Poppins ditty about a spoonful of sugar
helping the medicine go down. That may be true,
but my experience with Nurse Ratchet and many
others led me to the conclusion that laughter
works even better. I was in Acute Care and then
the CCU for six days and if it hadn’t been for the
laughs I think I would have been there a lot longer.

I traded jokes with other patients. “Did you hear
about the two antennae who got married? The
wedding wasn’t much but the reception was
terrific.”
After two days in CCU the blood loss stopped
thanks to what I understood to be some sort of
IV coagulant. I was discharged. But when the
bleed started again, I was back. It was time for
a colonoscopy to locate the source of the bleed
and do whatever needed to be done to stop it.
On my way to CCU I spent some more time
in Emergency, this time with Ivan, a nurse who
hailed from Sturgeon Falls, which was enough for
me to torment him about his small-town-in-themiddle-of-nowhere upbringing. I did this while
cleverly concealing my own upbringing in a smalltown-in-the-middle-of-nowhere - Cochrane to be
exact.
My stretcher was across from Ivan at his place
in the nursing station so I had a clear line of sight

Waiting in the Emergency Department for a bed
in CCU, I was sent for a CT scan and while waiting
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which gave me an unparalleled opportunity to bug
him with frowns and gestures as to when I was
going to be whisked upstairs where the nurses
were better looking. Finally in mock indignation he
roused himself, came to the foot of my stretcher
and said sternly, “When I get a vision about the
availability of a bed you’ll be the first to know.”
About 20 minutes later I almost fell off my
stretcher laughing when Ivan stood at his place
and pointed to his head. He’d just received his
vision. Thanks to you Ivan I will dine out on this
story until the day I shuffle off this mortal coil and
grin every time I tell it.
Because I hadn’t eaten for 48 hours, because
I had swallowed 45 gallons (okay, slight
exaggeration) of the stuff you have to ingest

in preparation I crashed a few hours after the
colonoscopy. I don’t remember a lot about it, but
in a second or two there were about 10 nurses in
my room doing 10 different things and in a matter
of minutes I was safe in the care of Nurse Ratchet
in the CCU.
So I come to the end of my story. But I will
never come to the end of my admiration for the
care I received at the North Bay Regional Health
Centre. Professionals with a sense of humour, who
could ask for anything more. Doctors, nurses, even
the lab techs who sampled my blood, and left me
with more holes than a pin cushion.
Thank you and as Red Skelton used to say,
God Bless.

About G.F. McCauley
G.F. McCauley was educated at the University of Western Ontario (Huron College) and the General
Theological Seminary in NYC. His working career was varied including a stint as a Member of Parliament
from 1979 to 1984.
Following his MP years, McCauley spent 15 years as an adjudicator with the Immigration and Refugee
Board and the Veterans Review and Appeal Board. Since his retirement he has written three novels: Soldier
Boys, Faith of Our Fathers and Morgan Le Fay. His most recent book is Fraud & Disability: The SNAFU at
Veterans Affairs published by Thorny Issue Press.

Planned Giving
Your Footprint for Future Generations

A Planned Gift, such as a gift in your Will provides real and lasting impact for
your family. Your donation will leave a footprint of your love and highlight the
generosity and kindness you demonstrated during your lifetime.
“Death is a terrible thing. It’s amazing when something good can come out of it
for those left behind. I know when I’m gone my gift will have an impact on the
healthcare in my community, leaving a lasting legacy.”
C. Nancy Birtch, Partner, KPMG LLP.

Order your free bequest guide to learn how easy it is to leave a gift to a hospital you care about.
Simply call us at 705.495.8125 or email us at foundation@nbrhc.on.ca.
Please let us know if you’ve left a gift to your hospital in your Will so we can thank you.
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